RFI shielding

for improved electromagnetic and
radio frequency protection

innovators in chemical etching since 1970

RFI/EMI shielding

•
•
•
•
•

Bespoke screening cans, fences and enclosures
Custom labyrinth/multi-cavity screening enclosures
Standard screening cans
TECpack prototyping solutions
Design to volume production

Radio Frequency Interference (RFI) and Electro-Magnetic Interference (EMI) screening is a key design
consideration for electronics engineers. Further regulation, miniaturisation, and mobile connectivity have
increased demands on both the complexity and importance of effective screening.
To assist electronics engineers with EMC compliance, Tecan has developed a suite of cost-effective RFI/EMI
screening solutions, which draw upon its 50-year precision etching experience. Etching is a subtractive process,
based around photolithography and acid etching, which is ideal for manufacturing precision metal parts in
prototype through to high volume quantities. It has a number of advantages over alternative methods for
manufacturing RFI/EMI screening products, including:
•

Low cost, film-based tooling, unaffected by design complexity and easily modified

•

Burr and stress-free finished product, preventing corrosion and ensuring good flat contact with track surface

•

Part-etch bend lines, negating the need for ‘hard’ form tools

•

Choice of metals - including non-ferrous metals required for hi-frequency applications

•

Plating finishes are applied when all profiling is completed, so all ‘machined’ edges of the profile are fully
protected and prepared for efficient soldering
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custom screening cans, fences &
enclosures

•
•
•
•
•
•

Cost-effective, flexible tooling
Fast prototypes to large volume production
High quality – burr and stress free
Magnetic and other material properties unaffected
Supplied individually or tagged to a sheet
Company logos, part numbers, idents, bend lines and lap joints can be etched during manufacture

Tecan’s flexible tooling and manufacturing facilitates the production of custom screening cans, fences and
enclosures - from simple box designs to complex multi-cavity structures. Profiles and performance characteristics
can be tailored to suit individual applications and manufacturing requirements. Options include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fences
Dividing walls
Spring-finger lids
Simple fold lids
Five-sided enclosures
Labyrinths
Full enclosures
Screening meshes

Parts are compatible with all standard production requirements, including surface-mount, pick and place and
reflow assembly. Their inherent mechanical accuracy and consistency often eliminates the need for separate
assembly operations or post-reflow rework.
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custom multi-cavity screening

•
•
•
•

Reduced weight and size – single-part alternative to multiple discrete cans
Burr and stress-free finished labyrinths
Rapid turnaround, low cost photo tooling – fast and inexpensive alternative to machined cans
Single-source solution

Multi-cavity screening is an effective one-part board level alternative to single cast parts, or multiple cans,
providing a matrix of walls and sections, for single or double-sided PCB designs. The technique offers superior
EMC performance and delivers significant time, cost and PCB real-estate savings, especially in microwave and
telecommunications applications. Multi-cavity screening is compatible with reflow soldering. The designs ensure
consistent solder-joint electromechanical integrity and minimise the need for hand and rework, speeding both
production and test.
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standard screening cans

•
•
•
•
•
•

Standard pitch system*
Sizes: 20x20mm to 125x75mm
‘Off-the-shelf’ for immediate delivery
Zero tooling costs
Fully traceable quality control
Comprehensive technical support

Standard-pitch screening cans are available as an off-the-shelf solution, providing electronics engineers with
a fast and effective means of sourcing RFI/EMI screening at minimum cost. The standard screening can range
encompasses a wide variety of sizes and options, enabling engineers to select cans that are compatible with
individual production requirements. Based on standard component pitches, cans can be supplied in a wide
choice of lids, sidewalls, and mountings; including low-profile, SMT and pick and place configurations. In total,
the range comprises six different configuration options, within a standard pitch range covering 20mm x 20mm to
75mm x 125mm.
A selection of 4SFL cans are available from stock and can be purchased online at www.stencils.co.uk
*sizes relate to internal measurements
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Order code

Description

4SFL

4 sided can with a spring fingered lid

4SFL-SMT

4 sided surface mount fence with a
spring fingered lid

4PFL

4 sided fence with a plain folded lid

5F

5 sided can formed and spot welded

5F-SMT

5 sided can formed for surface mount

SF-5B

5 sided can supplied flat for self-forming

		
To order please use the following part number format:

Size Availability (mm)
20x20x10

50x25x10

75x75x15

20x20x5

50x25x5

75x75x10

20x20x2.5

50x25x2.5

75x75x5

30x20x10

50x50x10

100x50x15

30x20x5

50x50x5

100x50x10

30x20x2.5

50x50x2.5

100x50x5

30x30x10

75x50x15

125x75x25

30x30x5

75x50x10

125x75x15

30x30x2.5

75x50x5

125x75x10
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Number of sides

4SFL – SMT - 2020 - 10
Format:
Butted
corners (B)
Spring
fingered lid
(SFL)
Plain folded
lid (PFL)
Formed (F)

SMT –
for surface
mount

Footprint
(20mm x
20mm)

Height
(10mm)
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TECpack prototyping solutions

•
•
•
•
•

‘On-the-bench’ modelling system
Cut-and-form sheet solution
Fast screening evaluation
Fast convenient and cost-effective
Available from stock

The TECpack range of prototype screening solutions provides an ‘on-the-bench’ modelling system developed
to enable electronics engineers to trial screening cans, fences and lids quickly and easily. More importantly, the
TECpack modelling system facilitates a level of screening effectiveness much closer to custom-manufactured
screening cans than is achievable via other traditional modelling techniques. The range encompasses the
following products:
TECshield 40

TECSHIELD 40

Tel: + 44 (0) 01305 765432
Fax: + 44 (0) 01305 780194
www.tecan.co.uk

A prefabricated sheet matrix system with the appearance of graph paper, from
which engineers can cut and fold individual cans, fences and lids. TECshield 40
sheets are manufactured in copper and feature a semi-etched cut-n-fold grid
system at a pitch of 0.2”. The sheets are electroplated with bright acid tin for
long life solderability and have an available working area measuring 33cm x
26cm.
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TECshield Plus 40

TECSHIELD 40

Tel: + 44 (0) 01305 765432
Fax: + 44 (0) 01305 780194
www.tecan.co.uk

TECSHIELD 40

Tel: + 44 (0) 01305 765432
Fax: + 44 (0) 01305 780194
www.tecan.co.uk

A similar concept to TECshield 40 but featuring hexagonal shaped holes
positioned within individual grid squares. These holes prevent ‘hot-boxing’ which
occurs when heat generating components are enclosed in an air-tight shielding
can. TECshield plus 40 also has a working area measuring 33cm x 26cm.

TECWALL 40

Tel: + 44 (0) 01305 765432
Fax: + 44 (0) 01305 780194
www.tecan.co.uk

TECPACK 40

Tel: + 44 (0) 01305 765432
Fax: + 44 (0) 01305 780194
www.tecan.co.uk

TECwall 40

Prefabricated wall ‘strips’ supplied in sheet form. Each TECwall sheet consists of
twelve individual strips with fold lines placed at 0.4” pitches; giving 33 segments
per strip. Each segment has a centrally placed pin (see figure below) which
can be used to fix walls or fences to the PCB; surplus pins can be simply broken
off. TECwall allows engineers to fabricate cans and fences complete with
removable covers (fabricated using TECshield or TECshield Plus).

TECpack 3-in-1

TECWALL 40

Tel: + 44 (0) 01305 765432
Fax: + 44 (0) 01305 780194
www.tecan.co.uk

TECPACK 40

Tel: + 44 (0) 01305 765432
Fax: + 44 (0) 01305 780194
www.tecan.co.uk

A single sheet prototyping solution featuring each product in the TECpack range.
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